
LED UltraSlim Magnifying Lamp XR
WHITE D25080

This professional LED magnifying lamp provides 1.75X 
magnification with a large crystal clear 17.5cm/7" lens which 
utilises the XR technology™, making it 50% lighter and the 
special nanotechnology hard coating ensures that it is extra 
scratch resistant for durability. 
The 60 ultra-bright daylight™ LEDs provide white natural daylight 
for true colour correcting. The FreeMotion™ mechanism allows 
the user to easily and accurately move the lamp to the required 
position. 

Eco friendly, 
uses 80% less 

energy

Extra Resistant 
lens

FreeMotion™ 
Head-joint

Metal table 
clamp included

Powerful 7” 
magnifier

Ultra-bright 
daylight™ LEDs
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LED UltraSlim Magnifying Lamp XR
WHITE D25080

Overview
60 ultra-bright daylight™ LEDs (3,300 Lux at 26cm/10”) for 
shadowfree lighting
Enjoy the brightness of a 36W CFL tube, but use only a 1/3 
of the power (12W)
Full Spectrum Daylight™ LEDs offer reduced glare, heat and 
energy consumption
LEDs never need replacement, enjoy lifelong lighting
Unique crystal clear 17.5cm/7” XR lens™ to see more of 
your work (1.75X, 3 diopter)
The XR technology™ makes the lens 50% lighter and extra 
resistant
Quick Lens Swap System™, increase the magnification in 
seconds and without any tools
Two optional lenses available separately (5 and 8 diopter)
No more wing nuts with our Free-Motion head-joint™ and 
internal spring arm
High quality metal arm for optimal flexibility and durability, 
offers superb holding power
Solid lamp stem and sturdy metal clamp for tables and 
trolleys, long 130cm/51” reach

Technical information
Packaging information

Item code D25080

Colour box width 222mm (8.74 in)

Colour box depth 67mm (2.64 in)

Colour box height 840mm (33.07 in)

Total packed weight 2.360kg (5 lbs)

Products per carton 4

Accessories

Large Table Base, White D52060

Ultimate 5 spoke floorstand, White D53060

Ultra Slim optional XR lens, White D62001

Ultra Slim swing arm XR lens, Grey D62002
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Due to continuing improvement and development, The daylight™ company ltd reserves the right to modify or change any of the specifications listed without prior notice.


